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Abstract

1

Automatic face recognition is a research area with high
popularity. Many different face recognition algorithms
have been proposed in the last thirty years of intensive
research in the field. With the popularity of deep learning
and its capability to solve a huge variety of different problems, face recognition researchers have concentrated effort on creating better models under this paradigm. From
the year 2015, state-of-the-art face recognition has been
rooted in deep learning models. Despite the availability of
large-scale and diverse datasets for evaluating the performance of face recognition algorithms, many of the modern datasets just combine different factors that influence
face recognition, such as face pose, occlusion, illumination, facial expression and image quality. When algorithms produce errors on these datasets, it is not clear
which of the factors has caused this error and, hence,
there is no guidance in which direction more research
is required. This work is a followup from our previous works developed in 2014 and eventually published in
2016, showing the impact of various facial aspects on face
recognition algorithms. By comparing the current stateof-the-art with the best systems from the past, we demonstrate that faces under strong occlusions, some types of
illumination, and strong expressions are problems mastered by deep learning algorithms, whereas recognition
with low-resolution images, extreme pose variations, and
open-set recognition is still an open problem. To show
this, we run a sequence of experiments using six different datasets and five different face recognition algorithms
in an open-source and reproducible manner. We provide
the source code to run all of our experiments, which is
easily extensible so that utilizing your own deep network
in our evaluation is just a few minutes away.

Biometric recognition has attracted much attention in
the past decades. Commonly used examples of biometric recognition include methods of recognizing one’s face,
iris, voice, ear, palm print, gait, or signature [3]. Face
recognition is one of the most popular forms of biometric
recognition and its development has made great progress
in the last decades, mainly influenced by the availability of different open-source methods for face processing,
including face and facial landmark detection and face
recognition [4]. Furthermore, its field of application is
very versatile, as almost every mobile device, including
laptops and smartphones, nowadays offers the possibility
to unlock its screen through face recognition. Another
popular application is video surveillance and through security cameras [5] where face recognition can help to
identify criminals or find missing persons. In these and
many other fields, the need for robust facial recognition systems has increased year over year [6] and already
in 2007 automatic face recognition has superseded human performance in controlled and constrained environments [7]. Thus, in security-relevant applications such as
automatic border control, frontal faces, neutral expressions, and good illumination are enforced [8]. However,
such an environment can not always be found. Especially
in outdoor surveillance situations, illumination from the
sun is often not ideal for recognizing faces and people
may show different expressions and will likely not look
into the camera [9]. Furthermore, subjects may wear
hats or glasses, faces might be partially occluded, and the
quality and size of the image can vary greatly [10]. All
these conditions can seriously interfere with the performance of face recognition. Before the era of deep learning, face recognition employed hand-crafted features and
traditional algorithms. When conditions for capturing
faces are not optimal, such as when there are different
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datasets, which are not only important for training, but
also essential for performance comparison. Many papers
and several surveys [3–6, 10, 13] show the performance
of different deep neural networks in challenging environments that achieve impressive results on the LFW [14]
and IJB-C [15] datasets. Unfortunately, these datasets
include only mixtures of different aspects of face recognition, but it is impossible to evaluate which of these aspects can be considered to be solved and which aspects
require more research focus. Only in rare cases, aspects
such as ethnicity [5] or aging [13] are evaluated separately. Also, even though the title of the latest review [4]
suggests to review open-source face recognition frameworks, the authors only investigate different parts of
the face recognition pipeline (different datasets, face
and facial landmark detection methods, deep learning
models and evaluation techniques), but they do not test
combinations of different parts since no framework for
face recognition is available and maintained – except for
the Bob framework [16–18] utilized and advertised in
this work. It is important to note that those surveys
only duplicate the results promised by the reviewed papers without having a chance to reproduce these
numbers or to change evaluation criteria.
The present work aims to close this gap by comparing
the performance of state-of-the-art deep neural networks
in different challenging face recognition environments in
a reproducible, comparable and extensible manner. To
achieve this, four pre-trained networks from the state of
the art are examined. Experiments are performed on
six datasets, including AR face [19], Multi-PIE [20], SCface [21], GBU [22], IJB-C [15], and MOBIO [23], each
of which represents a different aspect of face recognition.
Our implementations of evaluation protocols [1, 2] allow
the isolated consideration of different aspects of face variations, such as different types of occlusion, facial expressions, or poses. The performed experiments make use
of the open-source biometrics recognition pipeline [18] of
Bob [16, 17]. Together with this study, an open-source
implementation to re-run (or at least re-evaluate) the
experiments is provided.1
This work extends our previous work that was executed in 2014 and finally published in 2016 [1] and 2017
[2], in which we evaluated the performance of several
traditional algorithms on different datasets and, thereby,
considered individual challenging face recognition conditions in isolation. In that study, we found that strong occlusion has a significant impact on recognition rates. For

Pipeline

Figure 1: Biometric Recognition Pipeline in Bob.
The dataset implements the evaluation protocol, i.e. which
samples to use for enrollment and probing. Each subject’s data
goes through the Transformer (or series of Transformers) to
extract features, which are then given to enroll models or to
compute similarity scores between model and probe features.

facial expressions, lighting conditions or face poses, the
performance of these traditional algorithms drop significantly [1]. The biggest issue of hand-crafted features is
that they fail to capture important information from the
faces, and traditional algorithms are not well-suited for
all different aspects of face recognition, particularly, for
changes in illumination and pose.
This changed with the development of convolutional
neural networks, the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA), which allows data-intensive training of
deep networks [3], and libraries that easily put all these
elements together, such as Theano, Caffe, MxNet, Tensorflow, PyTorch, PaddlePaddle and so on. Since then,
face recognition has been dominated by neural networks,
and performance has steadily improved since deep networks automatically learn the best suited features to extract from the images, as well as provide algorithms to
learn the different aspects of face recognition in an integrated way. While researchers first focused on creating
deeper networks with the support of advanced network
architectures, the attention has shifted toward creating
more powerful loss functions that are better adapted to
face recognition requirements, i.e., to increase betweenclass and decrease within-class variability of the deep features extracted from the networks. One of the methods
that has demonstrated a state-of-the-art performance is
ArcFace [11], which uses an additive angular margin
loss function to separate the features. Latest inventions
in face recognition include MagFace [12], which include
metrics for image quality into training deep networks.
Another main area of research is the creation of
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https://gitlab.idiap.ch/bob/bob.paper.8years

Table 1: Preprocessing. Summary of the employed eye

face recognition across pose, especially with angles deviating beyond ±45° from frontal, traditional algorithms
almost completely fail. Also, facial image comparison including low-resolution probe images poses a major challenge to those algorithms.
The purpose of the current study is to extend and update our previous open-source package2 in order to see
how large the progress of face recognition for various aspects of face recognition has been in the last eight years.
Therefore, we compare the best traditional open-source
systems, i.e., the inter-session variability (ISV) modeling [1,24] with current state-of-the-art open-source algorithms found today.
The contributions of this work are:

and mouth positions for the experiments. All parameters are
given in Bob’s (y,x) order. Right and left eye coordinates
were used for frontal faces, eye and mouth for profile faces.

Facenet
Resolution
Right Eye
Left Eye
Eye
Mouth

160 × 160
(32, 39)
(32, 120)
(32, 64)
(106, 64)

ArcFace-100,
Zoo-AttentionNet
and Idiap-Resnet50
112 × 112
(52, 38)
(52, 74)
(52, 56)
(91, 56)

ISV
80 × 64
(16, 15)
(16, 48)
(16, 25)
(52, 25)

large number of facial image datasets that differ greatly
in the number of images and identities, as well as in the
diversity of the images. While older datasets have often
been split into parts for training and for evaluation of
algorithms, data-hungry deep learning methods require
 In comparison to our old evaluation, we change to more data to train and, therefore, training and evaluaa better-suited evaluation procedure that better ac- tion datasets have been disentangled. This section gives
an overview of some commonly used datasets for training
counts for requirements of real-world applications.
and evaluating face recognition models.
 We show that even extreme facial expressions and
large occlusions of the faces are handled well by deep 2.1.1 Training Datasets
learning algorithms, but research should focus more
on comparing faces across pose, on low-resolution The Visual Geometry Group (VGG) in Oxford developed
a five-step guide to compile a large dataset, and applied
images and on open-set identification.
these instructions to images of the celebrities in the Inter We run all experiments in an open-source and repro- net Movie Database (IMDB). The VGGFace dataset [25]
ducible manner, and provide tools to easily extend consists of over 2.6 million images from 2’622 different
this research to novel future findings and develop- celebrities, with about five percent of these images showments.
ing profile faces, the others being mostly frontal. The extended VGGFace2 [26] dataset consists about three million images of 9’131 identities with facial images varying
2 Related Work
in pose, background, age and illumination, yet all images
This section provides an overview of the current state are of relatively high resolution.
CASIA-WebFace [27] features about half a million imof research regarding face recognition and deep learning.
First, available face datasets are described. Other than a ages from 10’000 identities. It is also often used for face
few popular datasets, the focus is put on the datasets uti- verification and face identification. The images were collized in our experiments. More datasets and algorithms lected from celebrities of various years of birth. MScan, for example, be found in [4]. The next section gives a Celeb-1M (MS1M) [28] is a dataset with ten million
brief summary of our previous evaluation [1,2], on which images of celebrities collected from the Internet reprethis study is based, and presents the current state of the senting a variety of nationalities and professions such as
politicians, actors, writers, and singers. It consists of
art in deep learning for face recognition.
100’000 identities in total with about 100 images per
identity, with over three quarters of the subjects being
2.1 Datasets
female. Several researchers released extensions of this
A major research interest in the area of deep learning dataset, most of them handling some mislabeling issues
lies in the development of new datasets. There are a that a dataset of such size always contains [11,29]. More
2
recently, the WebFace260M dataset was released [30].
https://gitlab.idiap.ch/bob/bob.chapter.frice
 We evaluate current state-of-the-art deep-learning
face recognition algorithms on various aspects of
face recognition separately and compare them with
the best traditional face recognition algorithm.
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This dataset is currently the largest public face recog- 2.2 Algorithms
nition dataset. It is composed of noisy 260M faces of 4M
identities and a cleaned version composed of 42M faces Before deep learning, face recognition was accomplished
through traditional face recognition algorithms. In [1,2],
and 2M identities.
we surveyed and evaluated the performance of several
traditional face recognition methods, where we used the
open-source software Bob [16] and also published our
2.1.2 Evaluation Datasets
code.2 We showed that most of the traditional algoWhile there is a plethora of old and small-scale face rithms worked relatively well in good conditions but
datasets for evaluation, we here focus only on the ones failed strongly when differences in facial expressions, ilthat suit our purpose best. More datasets can, for ex- luminations, occlusions, and poses were evaluated. The
ample, be found online.3
algorithm with the highest stability against most of these
With about 3312 images taken of 76 males and 60 fe- factors was found to be Inter-Session Variability (ISV)
males, AR face [19] is a relatively small dataset, but it modeling [24].
is still in use today due to its unique face variations.
In recent years, deep learning has dominated and revoThe images vary in facial expressions, illumination, and lutionized the field of face recognition so that current face
occlusion in the form of scarves and sunglasses. Multi- recognition surveys and reviews are full of deep learning
PIE [20] contains about 755’370 images shot in four ses- methods. These algorithms have advanced face recogsions from 337 different subjects, covering 15 different nition to a level that traditional methods can no longer
camera view points, 19 different lighting conditions, and reach [10]. There are two main research directions in the
7 distinct facial expressions. SCface [21] contains 4160 academic community that have tried to improve the perimages from 130 subjects taken by five video surveil- formance of neural networks, especially in unconstrained
lance cameras of different qualities that were installed face recognition environments: the engineering of new
slightly above the head position. Pictures of the partic- network topologies and the definition of new loss funcipants were taken from three different distances where tions. Early versions of deep face recognition systems
the smallest faces were just about 20 pixels in height. were using only a few convolutional layers, e.g., the VGThe MOBIO dataset [23] includes facial videos, images GFace network [25] used 13 such layers. One of the
and speech recordings of 152 people taken with mo- most relevant contributions in terms of network topolobile devices over 12 different recordings. This dataset gies is the Residual Network [31], which introduced residis of particular interest since the view-point and back- ual connections between layers that allow training much
ground seen in the recordings are different from the de- deeper network structures than it was able before, the
fault forward-facing images, and it provides two gender- most common topologies have 18 to 152 layers. Another
dependent evaluation protocols.
architecture is the Squeeze and Excitation network [32],
Besides these datasets that allow to investigate dif- which integrates a special block into current network arferent aspects of face recognition (occlusion, expression, chitectures that allows for automatic weighting of inand pose), other larger datasets are often used for evalua- dividual convolution channels. Additionally, so-called
tion. The Good, the Bad & the Ugly (GBU) dataset [22] lightweight network architectures have recently been deconsists of 8’638 frontal images from 782 different iden- veloped. One of these is the MobileNet [33], which uses
tities. It provides three protocols that mainly evaluate depth-wise separable convolutions and neural architecdifferent illumination conditions called Good, Bad, and tural search to lead to a considerable reduction of paUgly, where Ugly is the most difficult protocol, while rameters and, therewith, reduced the computing requireGood is the easiest. The IARPA Janus Benchmark C ments compared to other networks with similar depth.
(IJB-C) [15] is currently the most widely used benchThe most common loss function employed in classimark for face recognition. IJB-C has the highest diver- fication tasks is the categorical cross-entropy loss used
sity in occlusion, occupation, and geographic origin, and in combination with softmax activation, which is often
image quality to better represent as much of the world’s called SoftMax loss. The basic hypothesis of this loss is
population as possible. The dataset consists of a total of that the final embeddings (aka. deep features) that result
31’334 images and 11’779 videos of 3’531 identities.
from this closed-set end-to-end training are sufficiently
discriminative for open-set problems, i.e., when subjects
3
from the test datasets differ from the people used durhttp://face-rec.org/databases
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extensive use of its Biometric Recognition Pipelines [18],
which are easily extensible to use new face recognition
algorithms based on deep learning and allow an easy way
of reproducing4 experiments [17]. In our current evaluation we will make use of the newly added interfaces
for running experiments with deep networks [45] and the
work of [46].
Fig. 1 illustrates the three different steps in the biometric recognition process of Bob.5 The biometric Dataset
stores all information required to run a biometric recognition process, which are the original images and their
identity labels, facial landmarks used for alignment, and
the evaluation protocol that defines which images should
be compared. The Transformer is essentially a scikitlearn Pipeline6 containing a sequence of steps to process
a sample. Such a pipeline can assume a different sequence of steps depending on the biometric algorithm.
In the case of face recognition it is usually composed
of a face and facial landmark detector, face alignment,
and a feature extractor. Since in this work we are evaluating face recognition algorithms and not facial landmark detectors, we replace the face detector by using
hand-annotated landmarks for the alignment step in our
experiments. Finally, the Biometric Algorithm has
functions to enroll a client (create a biometric template)
and compute a similarity score between a given template
and probe sample. When several images are used for enrollment, the simple average of the embeddings is computed.

Figure 2: Preprocessing Examples. This figure shows
for each network some preprocessed example images from the
AR face and Multi-PIE datasets.

ing training. Several extensions on top of this basic hypothesis were created over the years, including Center
loss [34], which works in conjunction with the SoftMax
loss to minimize the within-class distance of embeddings
by learning a center for each class and penalizing the
distance of features to the corresponding center [35].
Large-margin loss [36], also known as L-SoftMax, was
one of the first loss functions that extended SoftMax with
an angular margin, which was finally employed for face
recognition by SphereFace [37]. Later, CosFace [38] extended this loss to use cosine similarity instead of angular losses and, finally, ArcFace [11] introduced an additive angular margin to both maximize intra-class similarity and inter-class diversity. The big advantage of
this margin is that it allows some similarity between
faces of different people and does not force all of them
to be as dissimilar as possible. Latest loss functions
include AdaCos [39], PS2Grad [40], ring loss [41], and
MagFace [12]. Also, loss functions that explicitly tackle
the issue of open-set face recognition have been proposed [42], but those techniques will not be discussed
further in our study. Other losses that are worth mentioning are Triplet [43] and Contrastive Loss [44], which
are metric learning approaches that work directly on the
embedding space by explicitly minimizing within-class
and maximizing between-class variability.

3

3.1

Evaluated Algorithms

Bob’s face recognition package7 has more than 30 different face recognition systems available (including traditional methods based on hand-crafted features, as well as
many modern deep-learning algorithms and pre-trained
networks) ready to be used. Because of page limits, in
this work we will make use of four different deep-learningbased face recognition systems available in Bob. However, scores from all the available systems will be available.1 The four systems are the following – in chronological order of publication: The first system is the Facenet4

We are aware that some of the employed datasets are no longer
publicly available – and we are not allowed to share the data ourselves – which limits the reproducibility of some of our experiments.
We provide the resulting recognition scores for further evaluation.
5
https://www.idiap.ch/software/bob/docs/bob/bob.bio.
base/v5.0.0/biometrics_intro.html
6
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/
sklearn.pipeline.Pipeline.html
7
http://gitlab.idiap.ch/bob/bob.bio.face

Evaluation procedure

The experiments described in the present work all rely on
the software Bob [16, 17], an open-source signal processing and machine learning toolbox. Particularly, we make
5
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Figure 3: Partial Occlusion. Image examples of the AR face dataset and the effect of partial occlusion of the face on
the tested algorithms. False Match Rates (FMR%) and False Non-Match Rates (FNMR%) on the eval set are computed based
on the threshold at FMR=0.1% on the dev set.
Sandberg8 trained using a pruned version of the MSCeleb-1M dataset using the Inception-ResNet-v1 backbone [43]. The second network is the ArcFace model
[11] from InsightFace (ArcFace-100) that is based on
ResNet-101 architecture and trained using the ArcFace
loss. The third network is taken from the FaceX-Zoo
models [47], which contain several face recognition systems which are all integrated in Bob; in this work we
have used the Zoo-AttentionNet backbone. The forth
method is based on ResNet-50 architecture trained using
the ArcFace loss (Idiap-Resnet50) on a pruned version
of the MSCeleb-1M dataset. Finally, to show the improvement made over the last eight years, we also provide
results of the top-performing method of our old evaluation, i.e., the Inter-Session Variability (ISV) modeling of
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) features [24].

it was not entirely clear how to achieve alignment. Six
pictures, which indicate some kind of alignment, could be
taken from their GitHub9 repository, which we used to
manually estimate average landmark locations in the target images. In a similar manner, face images are cropped
to 160 × 160 for Facenet.
The alignment for almost all experiments in this work
has been done based on eye landmarks.10 The experiments on the Multi-PIE dataset required an additional
alignment point since the images do not always provide
two visible eyes [20]. In these cases, the visible eye and
the respective corner of the mouth served as a reference
point. Defining these landmarks was even more cumbersome and required trail-and-error executions of algorithms [48]. While our experiments indicate that these
landmarks work approximately well, there is no guarantee that these are the best landmark locations to be used.
Examples of preprocessed images can be found in Fig. 2,
3.2 Image Preprocessing
while exact landmark locations in the aligned images are
Preprocessing plays a crucial role in the face recognition given in Tab. 1.
process as it can affect the performance of feature extraction networks [48]. For all datasets used in this work – ex3.3 Evaluation Criteria
cept for IJB-C – hand-labeled facial landmarks are available, which can be used to align faces directly according With the computed similarity scores from our face recogto the desired size and the location of these landmarks in nition pipeline, several evaluations are possible. To evalthe target images. Unfortunately, many research papers uate verification protocols, usually the False Match Rate
lack detailed information on how preprocessing is done, (FMR) and the False Non-Match Rate (FNMR) are commaking it particularly difficult for others to reproduce ex- puted based on a certain similarity score threshold. By
periments. For ArcFace, only the required input image varying this threshold, Receiver Operating Characterisdimension of 112 × 112 is provided [11]. There were also tics (ROC) can be plotted and compared. Unfortunately,
some scripts to align faces based on landmarks detected however, ROCs have the issue that they are computed
with a MTCNN [49], but our hand-labeled landmarks do over the test set and any threshold selected on an unseen
not correspond to those extracted by MTCNN and, thus,
9

8

10

https://github.com/davidsandberg/facenet
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https://github.com/deepinsight/insightface
See our face alignment guide
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Figure 4: Expression and Pose. This figure shows the effect of different expressions and poses of the face on the tested
neural networks. Example images for facial expressions and poses are displayed in subfigure (a) and subfigure (b).

set of images is not guaranteed to perform equally well
in practice.
For this reason, unless the datasets provide different
standard evaluation procedures, we have split all of our
evaluation protocols into two groups of non-overlapping
identities. The first group dev is used to compute a
threshold based on some criteria, and this threshold is
then applied to the second group eval to compute the final performance metrics. In our previous study [1,2], we
mainly computed the threshold based on the Equal Error
Rate (EER) on dev and reported Half Total Error Rates
(HTER) on eval. Since most security-relevant applications of face recognition want to assure a very small risk
of imposters being recognized as genuine, more reasonable thresholds are rather computed for low FMR values.
Therefore, in our current evaluation we have switched to
compute the threshold based on an FMR of 0.001 (or
0.1 %) on the dev set. Notably, when running an evaluation with several sub-protocols (Sec. 4) we compute a
single threshold for the combined scores over all protocols on the dev set. Finally, we report both FMR and
FNRM on the eval set for each sub-protocol separately.
Open-set identification systems are evaluated using the
Detection and Identification Rate Curve [50], which is

also called the Open-Set ROC and is the standard metric in NIST evaluations.11 For consistency, we will use
the NIST terms and evaluate the False Positive Identification Rate (FPIR) and True Positive Identification Rate
(TPIR) at rank 1 based on a certain similarity threshold.
By varying this threshold, the TPIR can be plotted over
the FPIR. Note that the closed-set identification performance can be obtained at FPIR=1, i.e., on the righthand side of the plot. While we are aware that this measure has the same deficits as the verification ROC discussed above, we leave the development of better-suited
open-set evaluation metrics for future work.

4

Experiments

In the following, we present the results of all face
recognition experiments performed using the four
networks Facenet-Sandberg, ArcFace-100, ZooEfficientNet, and Idiap-Resnet50. Furthermore, we
have included experiments from the best overall baseline [24] from our previous publications [1, 2], which we
11

https://www.nist.gov/programs-projects/
face-recognition-vendor-test-frvt-ongoing
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have marked as 2014-ISV. The scores from other systems evaluated in our old study are also available for
comparison.12 In this way, we have a perspective on
which fronts current state-of-the-art systems improved.

4.1

(a) Enrollment

Face Variations

(b) Close

(c)
Medium

(d) Far

FMR(%) vs FNMR(%)

First, the algorithms are tested against three types of
FMR vs FNMR. at Dev. FMR@0.1% under differente distances
96.3 99.5 97.7
100
ArcFace-100
face variations, more precisely partial occlusion, differIdiap-Resnet50
Zoo-AttentionNet
80
ent expressions and poses. In all evaluated datasets in
Facenet-Sandberg
63.7 66.5
2014-ISV
59.1 57.7
58.1
this section, gallery templates are enrolled from neutral
60
faces, i.e., images with neutral frontal illumination show40
29.3
20.9
ing a face in frontal pose and with neutral facial expres20
8.8
8.8
1.4 4.7
sion. On the other hand, probe images are equipped with
0 0.0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
one of the above-mentioned variations. This assures that
20
recognition does not happen because gallery and probe
close
medium
far
share the same variation, but only because the algorithm
(e) Results
is able to ignore the variation and still can recognize the
Figure 5: SCface. This figure displays some example imperson.
4.1.1

ages of the SCface dataset and the performance of the tested
neural networks.

Partial Occlusion

Partial occlusion is a common issue in unconstrained
face recognition environments, which makes the recognition of identities harder. Especially during the COVID19 pandemic, when this work was written, many people wore masks that covered their faces from chin to
nose, which has been shown to influence face recognition [51]. The AR face dataset [19] is used to
evaluate the performance of the algorithms with respect to different partial occlusions. It consists of four
protocols expression, occlusion, illumination, and occlusion and illumination, Fig. 3(a) displays some example
images from the used protocols. For all experiments on
this dataset, only images with neutral facial expressions
were used to observe the influence of occlusion and illumination as isolated as possible. The identities were
split up into 24 males and 19 females for each dev and
eval sets.
In Fig. 3(b) we present the False Non-Match Rate
(FNMR) and False Match Rate (FMR) on the eval set
using the score threshold at FMR at 0.1% in the dev
set. As can be seen, most of the networks are not
severely affected by occlusion or illumination. The more
recent ArcFace-100, Zoo-AttentionNet, and IdiapResnet50 present both FNMR around 1% and FMR
around the operational threshold of 0.1%. The slightly
older Facenet-Sandberg presents some difficulties with

different types of occlusion that are isolated in Fig. 3(c),
e.g., an FNMR of 29% is reported for sunglasses. Our
selected top three algorithms present significant improvements in terms of FMR and FNMR compared with our
2014-ISV system from eight years ago, which is severely
impacted by both occlusion and illumination.
4.1.2

Facial Expressions

Humans are emotional beings and tend to show their
emotions intensely through facial expressions, which has
a significant visual impact on facial features [6]. Therefore, modern face recognition algorithms must be able to
handle a wide range of facial expressions. The Multi-PIE
[20] dataset with its protocol E is used to test the algorithms against a variety of expressions seen in Fig. 4(a).
64 identities are used in the dev set, and the eval set is
composed of 65 identities. Five faces per identity with
neutral expressions were considered for gallery template
enrollment.
Fig. 4(c) shows the FNMR and FMR for different expressions by setting the decision threshold at FMR at
0.1% in the development set. The plot reveals that most
recent networks can handle facial expressions well. All
systems present an FMR around the operation threshold, which is an indication of homogeneity of both de12
See the FRICE 2016 section in https://www.idiap.ch/ velopment set and evaluation sets. ArcFace-100 and
Zoo-AttentionNet show FNMR around 1% for all exwebarchives/sites/www.idiap.ch/resource/biometric
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Figure 6: The Good, the Bad & the Ugly. ROC curves for the protocols Good, Bad and Ugly of the GBU dataset.
crease to an FNMR of around 6%. For angles above
±45° the FNMR of Zoo-AttentionNet drastically increases to around 100%, while the Idiap-Resnet50 and
Arcface-100 slowly increase to around 60% and 35% for
angles of ±90°.

pressions. The Idiap-Resnet-50 presents an FNRM of
around 1% for all expressions except for “scream” whose
FNMR drastically increases to 12.3%. Both FacenetSandberg and 2014-ISV present high FNRM for almost all expressions, reaching the highest values of 49%
for and 59% for the “scream” expression.

4.1.4
4.1.3

Face Poses

Face Sizes

The surveillance camera face (SCface) dataset [21] contains images taken by different low-resolution video
surveillance cameras at three different distances. The
three protocols close, medium, and far are used to evaluate the performance on different camera distances. For
each protocol, images of 44 identities are used for the dev
set, and 43 for the eval set. One frontal image taken in
passport quality as shown in Fig. 5(a) is used for model
enrollment, which differs dramatically in quality from
the probe images, e.g., the far probe face as shown in
Fig. 5(d) has only about 20 pixels of height.
Fig. 5(e) shows the FMR and FNMR on the eval set,
indicating FMR values close to the estimated operational
threshold. In terms of FNMR we could observe that
for short distances the ArcFace-100 is the best system,
presenting 0%, followed by Idiap-Resnet50 and ZooAttentionNet with 1.4% and 4.7% respectively. With
around 20.9%, Facenet-Sandberg presents a very high
FNMR. Once the distance between the probe subject
and the camera increases, decreasing the image resolution, the FNRM also increases. At long distances (far),
the ArcFace-100 and the Zoo-AttentionNet present
an FNMR of ≈ 65%. For the Facenet-Sandberg
and Idiap-Resnet50 FNMR reaches above 90%. Lowresolution probe samples seem to have a substantial impact on the performance of the algorithms.

Another aspect that challenges face recognition is the
presence of different face poses. It is known that the
performance of neural networks significantly drops when
faces are no longer frontal [52]. Protocol P from the
Multi-PIE dataset is used to observe the performance of
neural networks on pose variations. This protocol provides faces rotated from left to right in steps of 15 degrees
of yaw angle, examples can be seen in Fig. 4(b). The
facial expressions are neutral, without any type of occlusion or strong illumination. When both eyes are visible,
i.e. for ±45°, the hand-labeled eye positions are used for
alignment. For the poses with deviations of more than
45° from frontal, only one eye is visible and, therefore,
the alignment used the visible eye and the corner of the
mouth. 64 identities are used for the dev set and 65
for the eval set, and five frontal images per identity are
enrolled in a gallery template.
Fig. 4(d) shows the FNMR for different pose angles.
For this experiment, we observed a similar trend in terms
of FMR as in the previous one (all FMR are around the
operational threshold). For that reason, we are plotting
only the values of FNMR. It can be observed that all
systems are able to handle well frontal poses with an
angle of less than ±15°. FNMR starts to drastically increase for the 2014-ISV for angles larger than ±30°,
while all modern systems present similar FNMR for this
particular set of angles. For 45° angles, the FNMR of
Facenet-Sandberg starts to increase to around 35 %,
while Arcface-100 still presents an FNMR 0 % for this
angle and Idiap-Resnet50 and Zoo-AttentionNet in-

4.2

Unconstrained Evaluations

This section provides the results for some common
datasets, some of which were also evaluated in [2], in9
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this dataset.
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Figure 7: MOBIO. This figure shows the performance of the
tested neural networks on the MOBIO dataset.

cluding MOBIO, GBU, and IJB-C.
4.2.1

MOBIO

The MOBIO dataset consists of video frames taken via
mobile phone or laptop from male and female subjects.
The dev set consists of 18 females and 24 males with
1’890 and 3’520 images, respectively, while the eval set
contains 20 females and 38 males with 2’100 and 2’990
images. Five images per person are used for model enrollment.
Fig. 7 shows the FMR and FNMR on the eval
set.
ArcFace-100, Idiap-Resnet50, and ZooAttentionNet present an FNMR below 0.2% for all
genders. The Facenet-Sandberg presents a slightly
higher FNMR compared with the others, around 2% for
both genders. These FNMRs present a substantial improvement compared with the 2014-ISV, which reaches
around 40%, and for which also the FMR raises substantially.

The IARPA Janus Benchmark C (IJB-C) is one of the
most challenging evaluation datasets in face recognition
research. This dataset contains evaluation protocols
for face detection, face clustering, face verification, and
open-set face identification. In this work we focused on
open-set evaluation and as such, we will use the protocol test4-g1. This protocol contains a gallery of 1’170
subjects and a set of 1’759 “unknown” probes. Since
IJB-C does not provide eye locations for face alignment,
we first cropped the faces according to a slightly enlarged
ground-truth face bounding box, detected the facial landmarks via MTCNN, and used the detected eye locations
for alignment according to Tab. 1.
It is possible to observe that in this setup, ArcFace100 presents the bests TPIR, followed by the ZooAttentionNet. For closed-set results, i.e. TPIR=1 at
the right-hand side of the plot, identification rates up
to 90 % can be reached by the best-performing network.
However, the TPIR rapidly decreases with decreasing
FPIR. For FPIR=0.001 (0.1 %) all systems operate with
a TPIR well-below 40 %. This means, to have a level of
false positives of one in a thousand, we should expect
an identification rate of 40 %. This is far from being
practical in any surveillance camera application.

5
4.2.2

The Good, the Bad, & the Ugly

The experiments on the GBU [22] dataset are performed
on all three protocols Good, Bad, and Ugly. Since the
default evaluation protocols are not split into dev and
eval sets, we are only able to report the ROC curve.
The model enrollment uses only one image per identity,
but there are several models per identity defined by the
protocol.
All networks performed well on protocol Good, with
the exception of Facenet-Sandberg. The best performance was achieved with the ArcFace-100, which provides the best FNMR for all FMR operational points.
For the protocol Bad, ArcFace-100 performed the best,
while the Idiap-Resnet50 had a slight decrease for
FMR below 0.01%. The same trends could be followed

IJB-C

Discussion

The goal of this work is threefold. The first aim of this
paper is to show the increase of face recognition performance in the last eight years, i.e., with the advent of
the deep learning technology. In our experiments we
have utilized four different pre-trained deep networks
that were developed at various times during the eight
years, and compared their performance with the bestperforming technique from our previous study [1, 2]. In
most of our experiments, we find that the performance
decreased when the age of the algorithm increased. For
example, 2014-ISV generally performs worst, followed
by the FaceNet-Sandberg model developed in 2015
and the Idiap-Resnet-50 trained in 2020 ranging third.
The second-best of the evaluated methods is the ZooAttentionNet and our winner ArcFace-100 shows the
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Figure 8: IJB-C. This figure displays some example images of the IJB-C dataset and the Open-Set ROC curve.
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Figure 9: Different Ways to Select a Threshold.

We depict the effect of two different wrong ways to select
a score threshold. In (a), separate score thresholds are estimated on the dev set for each sub-protocol. In (b), separate score
thresholds are selected directly on the eval set. A comparison to our proposed evaluation procedure in Fig. 4(d) reveals that
both ways result in an unwarrented decrease in error rates.

most stable performance across all of our experiments.
While our selection covers many modern deep learning
algorithms, it cannot be excluded that other inventions
perform better in one or the other task. Fortunately, our
open-source, reproducible and easily extensible framework1 allows to incorporate novel algorithms quickly and
produces fair evaluations with respect to our tested models.

pressions and mild occlusions. For the aspect of face
pose, the algorithms have improved drastically over the
years. While 2014-ISV reaches more than 40 % FNMR
already with angles of ±30°, the evaluated networks can
work with angles of ±45° or even up to ±75° for IdiapResnet50 reasonably well; only for full-profile images,
error rates are beyond expectation. The most critical
evaluation is on the SCface dataset, where none of the algorithms is able to work with the lowest-resolution faces.
Additionally, we show that open-set recognition is far
from being solved and, hence, the research needs to focus
more on this aspect so that the technology can be utilized for the very important task of identifying offenders
in surveillance cameras.

The second goal of this work is to assess what are the
next steps that research should put a focus on. We evaluate various different aspects of face recognition. We
are surprised by our finding that – when evaluated separately – partial occlusions and facial expressions are practically solved by our winner network ArcFace-100 since
nothing in the training procedure particularly focused on
The final goal of this paper is to show that the evaluasolving occlusion or expressions. Only the datasets used tion procedure must be adapted from how it is currently
for training these models include some images with ex- performed. First, many evaluation protocols require to
11

provide separate results for each protocol, and we have
done the same mistake in our previous evaluation [1, 2].
For example, the Celebrities in Frontal-Profile (CFP)
dataset [52] provides two protocols, a frontal-frontal and
a frontal-profile protocol, and more than 94 % accuracy
is reported in [10]. When evaluating both protocols separately, a different score threshold is selected for both
protocols. This is, however, not how face recognition
works in practice where a single threshold is used independently of the type of image (frontal or profile) at
hand. To highlight the difference, we repeat the evaluation of the different poses from Fig. 4(d) by selecting
a separate threshold per sub-protocol (one threshold for
each face pose) on the dev set and plotting the FNRM
on the eval set in Fig. 9(a). Clearly, the error rates
drop drastically when a separate threshold is computed.
Second, in most datasets and evaluation protocols, ROC
curves are plotted that show the performance of the evaluated system only on the eval set (aka. the test set).
How well a threshold selected on this test set translates
to previously unseen subjects is not clear, but from comparing Fig. 9(b) with Fig. 9(a) we can see that there is
a trend to reduce error rates when selecting the threshold on the eval set directly. We believe, splitting the
protocols into dev and eval is critical to evaluate the algorithm on data that has not been seen at any stage of
the process.
Finally, we want to highlight the utmost importance
of reproducible research [17] and the requirement of providing all required details both in the paper and in code.
For example, the alignment of faces is an important
step for the ArcFace network, but neither the paper nor
the source code clearly shows how to do a good alignment. Especially the alignment procedure required for
handling profile images is nowhere to be found and, consequently, we had to come up with our own alignment
procedure, cf. Tab. 1, that seemed to have provided good
results [46,48]. Only for the networks for which we know
the exact alignment of profile faces (Idiap-Resnet-50
and FaceNet-Sandberg), results do not abruptly degrade between ±45° and ±60°.

6

Conclusion

This work provides an overview on the challenges that
still remains in face recognition research by running a
similar set of evaluations that we carried out eight years
ago in our previous work [1] in a reproducible and opensource manner. Our evaluation protocols allow an isolated examination of single aspects of face recognition

(e.g., pose, occlusion, illumination, low resolution, unconstrained open-set identification), as well as a more
application-oriented evaluation. Below follow the problems that are solved well in face recognition research and
the remaining challenges.

6.1

Problems Mastered in Eight Years

In general, we could observe that certain types of occlusion are handled well by the state-of-the-art networks using the AR face dataset as a proxy. Two networks (ArcFace-100, Zoo-AttentionNet) presented a
FNMR of 0% at FMR 0.1%, which is a substantial improvement from the best system we have in our previous
work. A similar trend is observed with face expressions
and face recognition in mobile phones using the MultiPIE
and the MOBIO datasets as respective proxies. Illumination from different directions is no longer an obstacle,
but different illumination types still constitute a gap for
further research [46]. Nevertheless, for face recognition
on mobile phones, we were able to decrease FNMR from
44% to 0%.

6.2

Problems Remaining to be Solved

Despite substantial improvement, we could observe that
recognition under strong pose variations is still a problem
in face recognition. Recognition under angles until 60°
is very well handled by most networks. However, once
this angle increases, the number of false non-matches
substantially increases as we could observe using MultiPIE as proxy. Recognition at a distance or with lowresolution or low-quality probe images is also an open
problem in face recognition. We could observe extremely
high FNMRs using the “Ugly” protocol on GBU and the
“far” protocol from SCface. For instance, the state-ofthe-art ArcFace-100 presented an FNMR of 69% on
SCface, which is impractical in the real world. Another
open problem is open-set face recognition. Using IJBC as a proxy, we could observe a closed-set recognition
rate of 90% (for FPIR=100%) using the state-of-the-art
ArcFace-100. This figure of merit goes down to around
35% for a more realistic value of FPIR=0.1%. Finally,
the reproducibility of research still is a problem. For
example, the developers of ArcFace decided to change
their alignment procedure and their popular previously
trained networks – one of which we have used in our experiments – are no longer to be found online. Also, the
alignment procedure required for profile faces in ArcFace
and AttentionNet is not clear. While we spent some effort to find optimal alignments for ArcFace both in their
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re-run experiments or change evaluation metrics.
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